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AESTHETICS AND HAIRDRESSER WORKSHOP
This stand was inaugurated
at ten o´clock. They were
nine girls and one boy, many
activities have been done
since ten years, all related to
beauty in the high-school.
Six girls were getting nails
painted with different flags
or one color. They told us:
´´It´s difficult but it’s very
exciting for us´´. One teacher brushed the hair to pupils and teachers, using extensions
about ´The Olympics´ too.
There was also a man who was in charge of makeup. He got nails last year. He told us
that he was pleased doing it, because when he was older, he wants to be a
professional maker.

We asked the teacher: ´´ Is there often a lot of people?´´ She told us that a big number
of people would come, specially girls because they could get their nails done.
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HISTORY DEPARTMENT
This stand was opened at eleven o´clock. Second high school pupils had decorated the
class like a temple. It looked like a real one! This year, teachers from the History
Department have based their research on Greek culture, besides, they were dressing
up like ancient Greeks.
A competition was carried out for pupils of secondary education and high school based
on Art History and Spanish history. They used laptops although they had a trouble

because the Internet was a standstill. Despite of this, they could do it successfully.
Like new things, high school pupils were excited because they had organized
everything, moreover they were disguised, too.
Mari Carmen Gordillo, an Art History teacher in high school told us: ´´This year 230
students are signed up but it isn't allowed because it´s necessary of lack of
coordination´´.
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BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT
This stand was opened all
the day because it had
posters, so you could see it
by yourself.
This

year

pupils

from

building

have

made

incredible

posters

about

buildings and architecture of
every facilities were the
Olympics Games hold. They
made too same models of
these buildings.
This

stand

showed

the

history of Olympics Games
since the beginning until the
last one in Rio de Janeiro. We got extra information because a friend of us is studying
building and she wanted to be an architect in the future.
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África Canas, Paola Lara, Almudena Franco y Carmen Naranjo

OUTDOORS SPORT SANTO TOMAS’ RUN:
Santo Tomas’ has been celebrated for several years. This year, there were about 30-40
runners. There were two categories infants and junior:
1. INFANTS: They ran two laps around the school
1.1) Male category
-

The winner Sulaiman 2ºB-ESO

-

Second position Saâd 2ºA-ESO

-

Third position Rubén 1ºD

1.2) Female category
-

The winner Ángela 1ºD-ESO

-

Second position Ana María 2ºE-ESO

-

Third position Nabila 2ºE-ESO

2. JUNIOR: They ran 3 laps around the school
2.1) Male category
-

The winner Usama 3ºD-ESO

-

Second position Mohamed
1ºBACH

-

Third position Carlos 1ºBACH

2.2) Female category
-

The winner Fatima 3ºB-ESO
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start line

FOOTBALL
This sport is the most popular sport in Santo Tomas’ Day, Students of all ages and
teachers participate every year. In the first match, two football teams from 1ºA and
2ºB. The winner was the team from 2ºB. The last match was played by a girl football
team formed by Amina, Jadilla, Wafa 1ºBACH and a teacher football team formed by
Cesar, Paco, Pascual, Maxi, Jose Simon. The winner were the teachers.
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BASEBALL:
In this party only participated the students of Bachillerato since the baseball is learned
in 1ºBACH. He emphasized, 2ºE, that was the winning team, and 1E lost the match.
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GROUP: JADILLA, CARLOS, AMINA Y ÁFRICA

INTERVIEW WITH WILL
Will is an English teacher who will be working in high school until the end of the school
year. We asked him if he liked playing football. He answered that he did not like
playing football, however, he liked watching the matches. We also asked him what was
his favorite team and he said "my favorite team is Liverpool".
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MATHS GYMKANA
The gymkana took place in B-6 classroom. It started at 10:00 am. The organizers of the
activity were all the teachers from Maths department as Marina Pozo and Ana
Guerrero.
They answered some questions we asked them: Ana explained us that the activity
consisted in solving five or six logical exercises and calculations. Then, if students were
able to finish it, they passed to the next game.
The students who took part in the gymkhana were from 1º ESO to 1º Bachillerato.
However, the difficulty of the games was different depending on the age of the
students. There were three groups from Bachillerato and nine groups from ESO.
Marina Pozo told us that the prizes were two loudspeakers, one for each winner. We
noticed that the students were very concentrated on the game. The activity finished at
11.30 am. The winners were a group of 3rd ESO and other from 1º Bachillerato.
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CHEMISTRY EXHIBITION
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The Chemistry exhibition took place in one of the school yards. When we arrived there,
it was crowded with people watching the different experiments in spite of the cold.
Some students from 2º Bachillerato A and B commented us they were paying a lot of
attention because they were Physics and Chemistry students. The experiment they
liked the most was “hands on fire”.
We interviewed the organizer of the activity who was Miguel Ángel. He told us that
every teacher from the Chemistry Department took part in the exhibition, and they did
it to teach how Chemistry works showing some experiments. He also explained that it
consisted on showing between ten and twelve experiments such as “hands on fire”, or
“elephant toothpaste”.

MAIN YARD. FRENCH DEPARTMENT STALL AND STUDENTS´BAR
At the outdoor yard, there were many activities, as the crepes stand. It was full of
people queuing, waiting for a crepe. The teacher Margarita from French Department
looked very busy so we interviewed two students from First Bachillerato E and F.
They told us they were taking part in the activity because they are French students and
they liked it. It wasn’t the first time they had made crepes, so it was easier for them.
They explained the crepes cost one euro. You had to buy a ticket first, and then go to
the stand and give the ticket to them. You could buy crepes with chocolate, or with
honey.

Another stand was the bar, where four students from First Bachillerato E,C and F were
selling different things. They told us that we could find there some snacks and drinks
with prices from 0,5 to 0,75 euros. There was also an offer: a snack and a coke one
euro.
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GROUP: ANA, MARÍA, PAOLA POZO AND RANIA

TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT: LEAGUE OF LEGENDS COMPETITION
The teacher in charge of the activity was Enrique Moya. He said that the activity
involved a lot of Olympic values so that was the reason why he had chosen this game.
They were six groups with 5 people each. The prize was a band with school supplies.
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DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY .OLYMPIC ANIMALS
The teacher in charge of the activity of Biology was Elena Rodríguez. The activity was
about records of each animal to survive, for example, the skin of the frog is the most
toxic. They chose this activity due to the values of olympism. The number of
participants were about sixty students.

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH. KARAOKE AND WORD RECORD
The teachers in charge of the activity of karaoke were Maria José Muñoz José
Fernández Hervás.. There was a large number of participants who could freely choose
the song they wanted and sang it in front of the audience . People had great fun and it
was one of the most popular activities during the morning.
There was another activity, Word Record, in which students had to write as many
words they knew in English about sports: names of sports, equipment, places and so
on At the end of the morning students had written 143 different words
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GROUP: ÁLVARO, HANI, SEBASTIÁN AND NACHO.
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LORENA, OUR OLYMPIC CHAMPION WITH CRITÓBAL, THE PRINCIPAL.

STUDENTS AT THE SCHOOL THEATRE

INDOORS SPORT ACTIVITIES
Santo Tomas has been a wonderful day in which teachers and students have lived together as
a family, Santo Tomas has had many activities, we had to interview the participants of the
sporting activities first we enter to see the final of basketball, later handball , table tennis and
many more activities.
Camoens Student
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-What is your name ?
“Oscar”
-Oscar, what course are you doing ?
“Fourth year of secondary school”
-We would like to know your opinion about Santo Tomas this year?
“Well... good but I had to wait so much time and the activity take a little time. In addition, I
wanted to play the guitar, the song "we are the champions".
-What has been your favourite activity?
“Activities of events room.”
-Thank you, Oscar

Winner of the basketball final
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-At the beginning we went to ask the best player of the winning team.
-We

would

like

to

know

your

opinion

about

Santo

Tomás

It has been fun
-We see you´re participated on basketball, right? What has been your position?
“The first one”
-Have you all won de final?
“Yes, we have won the final today”.
-And what do you think about Santo Tomas topic this year?
“I’ve enjoyed this year, too”

this

year?

An spectator student
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-What does Santo Tomás day mean for you?
“It’s a special day to the secondary school in which a lot of activities of different themes are
done every year …”
-Very good, which one is you favorite?
“Normally, I sign up for football, basketball… also there are a lot of things such as work shops
you enjoy it, furthermore there’s the event room.”
-Have yu qualified in any sport activity like football or anything olso?
“No, this year I, haven’t been able to it because I have exams, I am on the second year of
Bachillerato”
-Thank you very much, Omar and have a good day.

Luis Santos, teacher in charge of the sports activities
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-Hello good morning Luis, what do you think about this Santo Tomas edition ?
“Well, an activity we do every year dedicated to 'Santo Tomas de Aquino' , and this year
dedicated to Olympic Games, and like you,ve seen during this trip ,there are a lot of activities
organised by different departments and here we are noe trying to spend a nice moment of
cohabitation between students and teacher “

-We know you have football activities?
“Well, I am in charge of football activities for Bachillerato and extra curricular school activites.”
“Okay, thank you very much”
You're welcome, thank you

Racer´s winner
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-Good morning Usama, what is Santo Tomas for you ?
“For me it's a special day because there are a lot of activites that you enjoy because it's “only
are day each year.
-What activites do your like best?
“Sto. Tomás´Race, I have won today, first position.”
-First with a high difference aganinst the next one ?
“Yes, a lot of diffenrece , with an advantage of more than one hundred metres.”
-More than one hundred metres!! , congratulations Usama !, congratulations for your trophy
.Thank you , Usama.
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This is our group :NEGRAJ, ABDELHAK , ABDESELAM, AND YUSEF. We wanted to say that we
liked the work a lot because it was interesting and we had a lot of fun. It was a great day where
we had a good time and learned many things. That special day will be unforgettable for us as it
is our last year at Camoens.

